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Introduction

(a) Commercial Use

(b) Public Use

Background:

Ramsey County is the most densely populated
and racially diverse county in Minnesota, and it
is susceptible to natural disasters. Proper infrastructure can significantly reduce the casualties
of residents when emergiencies occur. The project seeks to analyze Romsey County with the
most reasonable facilities/shelters and superposition analysis of the population that the alternative infrastructures can hold in each block
group to intuitively feel which block group infrastructure is in urgent need of improvement.
Dataset:

Parcel Data, Block group data (base map), Demographic data, Neighborhoods, Street

(c) Other Use

(d) Shelters Accessible

(a) - (c) Spatial distribution
of three parcel
types (commercial, public,other)and population in Ramsey
County.
(d) The count
of facilities
within about a
half-mile walk
from each block
group.

Methodology
Select Parcel Data:

1. Define the projection and extract the data
within the Ramsey County boundary.
2. Filter the parcel data through the ‘Use Type’
and ‘Land Use description’ fields
3. Check the selection by the area again.
Judge accessibility by walking time:

1. Use the network analyst tool to see the area
that can be reached within 4 min, 8 min, and 12
min by walking from each shelter.
2. Use the “spatial join” tool to summarize the
number of facilities that can be reached within
8 min in each block group.
Judge accessibility by served community:

Results & Conclusions
• All of the three types of shelters concentrate in the southern part of Ramsey
County and the commercial use parcels having the most significant number,
followed by the public use parcels

Further Research
• Combine our analysis with other
data concerning the vulnerability
of communities.

1. Create Thiessen polygon for the shelter point.

• Possible gathering places mostly around the main road.

2. Intersect with the block group data.

• The vulnerable block groups scatter throughout County, and the better part is in
the southwest of Ramsey County.

• Narrow down acceptable
community gathering locations
by surveying Ramsey County
residents.

• More than 70% of the areas have more than ten facilities within eight minutes
walking distance.

• Analyze shelter accessibility by
other modes of transportation.

3. Use dissolve tool to merge the intersected polygon which belongs to the same block
group.

